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Levi Harmon: The Committee on Research and Operations Re-activation (C-ROR)
charged FCS with developing a plan for a phased campus re-activation focusing on
operational activities, including research. Levi put so much effort into helping with our
restart documents and providing guidance across FCS during the past 3 months on top
of everything else he was working on for EHS. He was pulled into many projects
beyond FCS and all with critical time constraints, yet he handled everything FCS asked
of him without missing a beat. He helped with many FCS initiatives beyond the restart
documents. We would like to recognize him for all his long hours and hard work that he
put forth on our behalf.
Levi was proactive in coordinating with the FCS team in creating the re-start document
and created content that was factual and encompassing. Without his input, availability,
responsiveness and being such a team player, this project would have been much
harder to achieve in the time constraints
Levi quickly responded to inquiries and any need for assistance these past 3 months
with fact-based answers. He has been very responsive answering any and all questions
in a timely manner, whether it be in the evening or on weekends.
In addition to the partnership during the pandemic, Levi is very supportive of
our efforts to improve the FM safety culture. He helped us define our 2020
safety goals, create a monthly report/newsletter
that is shared with all FM staff, and coordinated on
a review and update of University electrical safe
work practices. He brings enthusiasm, positivity,
and honesty to the job every day...

Levi was nominated by Carin Clark, Gary Wilhelm,
Mark Howe, Bob Pils, Paul Heliseva, Spring Buck,
Keith Barton and Bert Bland. The award was
“virtually” presented by Bert Bland.

